
PATIENT GUIDELINES:  HOW TO PREPARE FOR YOUR SLEEP STUDY 
Sleep Disorder Center of Louisiana 

4820 Lake Street 
Lake Charles, LA 70605 

(337) 310-7378 

Please review the following guidelines the day before your sleep study:  
1.  Your appointment will be set for 8:30pm, and after intake and hookup of the wires, your 

sleep study or “lights out” will begin between 9:30 to 10:15pm.  You may advise your tech if 
you prefer an early or later bedtime. In order to obtain enough time on the recording, all sleep 
studies must begin no later than 10:45 p.m.  

2. Please attempt to be here as close to your scheduled appointment time as possible. Our 
schedule does not permit extremely late arrivals.  If you anticipate being late, please call 
us at (337) 310-7378 or toll free (877) 597-7378 as soon as possible. Please note that we 
are unable to accommodate patients before 8:15 pm.  

3. Patients who do not show up will be charged a cancellation fee of $200 if they fail to 
notify the Sleep Center 24 hours prior to the test.  If you are unable to come for your sleep 
study due to sickness or emergency, please contact us as soon as possible. 

4. You can expect the sleep study to be completed by 5:00am, and you will usually be ready to 
leave by 5:15 to 5:30am.  Our technical staff will also be ready to leave at 5:30am and if 
someone is picking you up in the morning they will need to be here at that time.  If you are 
using medical transportation services, please advise our staff so we can discuss the arrival 
and pickup times with the appropriate person in advance of your sleep study. If you have any 
conflict with this scheduled departure time, please notify staff at once so arrangements can be 
made.  

5. If you are concerned about driving early in the morning, you MIGHT need someone else to 
drive you to the center the night of the study and back to your home the next morning. If a 
sleeping medication is ordered for you to take the night of your study, you must have 8 
hours in our facility after taking the medication or someone will need to pick you up. 

6.  If you will be staying over for daytime nap studies, you can anticipate being ready to leave 
the center at 5:00pm the next day. Please bring something to do in between your naps. 
Breakfast and lunch will be provided for daytime study patients.  

7. NOTE:  Some insurances may deny your in-lab sleep study and may instead require you to 
have a home sleep apnea test (HSAT).  You will be notified in advance of your sleep study if 
the in-lab has been denied by insurance and the HSAT will be scheduled. 

Dr. Conner and staff always have your best interest at heart with these recommendations in 
treating your sleep disorders. We appreciate and expect courteous cooperation from our 
patients. Please feel free to call our office with any questions or concerns.  



             
Patient       Date 

Sleep Disorder Center of Louisiana 
4820 Lake Street 

Lake Charles, LA 70605 
(337) 310-7378 

The morning of your sleep study: 

a. Please do not “sleep in” on the day of your sleep study, and do not take any 
naps. 

b. It is not necessary to change general activities, food intake or medications 
(unless instructed by the sleep specialist). 

c. Do not have caffeinated beverages such as coffee, tea, energy drinks or 
supplements after 2:00 p.m.  

The evening of your sleep study: 

a. Eat your dinner prior to coming to the sleep center.  

b. Shower and wash your hair and face prior to your arrival.  We ask that you 
do not use heavy conditioners or oils on the hair (light conditioning is okay), 
and do not use hair spray or gel. 

c. Please remove hair extensions, wigs, and toupees for electrode application to the 
scalp.  If  there is not clear access to the skin we cannot perform the sleep study.  

d. Do not put lotion or moisturizers on the face or body as this will prevent 
electrode application.  Deodorant or anti-perspirant is fine to use. 

e. Men are asked to shave prior to your sleep study.  This does not apply to 
facial hair that you do not regularly shave (ex: mustaches, beards, goatee, 
side burns, etc. 

f. Most people choose to sleep in a t-shirt and a pair of shorts and simply wear 
what they’re going to sleep in to the sleep center.  However, you may bring 
pajamas or comfortable night clothes.  Ladies, two-piece pajamas or shirt/
shorts is preferable to nightgowns for simpler electrode placement. 



g. The sleep lab is kept at very cool temperatures to promote sleep and some 
patients may find it cold at night; please dress accordingly (socks, long 
sleeves if needed).  

h. Bring your favorite pillow, book, or electronic device, but don’t leave them 
in the sleep lab.  We advise you to not bring jewelry, money or other 
valuables as we cannot be responsible for items left in the lab.  

i. DO NOT take a sleep aid or any medication that may cause drowsiness 
before leaving your home if you are driving.  Otherwise, you should take 
your usual medications either at home or once you arrive at the lab.  If you 
are taking a sleep aid, you must inform the technologist so your chart can 
be documented.   The technologist will not administer any medications or 
sleep aids. 

Sleep Study Instructions 
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At  the Sleep Center: 

a. Upon arrival, please have a seat in the lobby until the technologists come to 
get you, at 8:30. 

b. After a brief intake interview, you will have time to prepare for bed.   This 
may include an approximate 30 minute wait while the tech is with another 
patient.  You may watch t.v., read, or use your electronic devices during 
this time.  Wi-Fi is available upon request.  

c. Your privacy is very important to us!  All patients have private bathrooms.  
Please keep in mind that video cameras are in use and so for privacy please 
change your clothes or attend to personal matters in the bathroom and not 
the bedroom where the camera is located. 

d. The application of electrodes and wires takes from 20-30 minutes.  There is 
nothing that should be painful, invasive or uncomfortable in this procedure, 
although a paste is used to apply the electrodes to the scalp and it will be 
messy in your hair. 

e.  At the start of the sleep study, all electronic devices must be turned off, 
including the television.   

f. A white-noise machine is available for those who are accustomed to 
sleeping with noise and may find the room too quiet.  Your technologist will 
only turn this on at your request.  Otherwise, we prefer to test in optimal 
sleeping conditions, which is “cool, dark and quiet.” 

During your Sleep  Study: 



a. The technologist will ask you to sleep on one pillow and on your back, if at 
all possible.  We realize that many people do not sleep this way and we 
understand that you may be concerned about going to sleep, but most 
people are able to achieve sleep in the normal amount of time.   Your 
technologist will discuss this with you further. 

b. For any needs you may have during the night (restroom, blankets, water, 
etc.) your technologist will be awake and available during the entire 
recording to assist you through the procedure. 

c. There is audio and video recording in the room.  The video is mostly used to 
determine body position and to document any parasomnias. 

CPAP (Continuous Positive Airway Pressure) Therapy: 

a. The sleep study process is typically done in two nights; the first night is 
diagnostic and if you have sleep apnea you will be scheduled to come back 
for a second night where we apply CPAP therapy to determine an effective 
pressure for you. 

b. Some patients who have SEVERE sleep apnea in the first 2-3 hours of the 
sleep study may have CPAP applied the first night; this is called a Split 
Study.   

c. If you are not placed on CPAP the first night, it does not mean you don’t 
have sleep apnea.  It is always in the patient’s best interest to have a full 
night of diagnostic testing to give us the most accurate picture of your 
sleep. 
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After your Sleep Study: 

a. You will be awakened approximately 5:00 a.m.  Removal of the wires takes 
about 5-10 minutes and after completing our post-sleep questionnaire you 
will be free to go. 

b. Please be aware that when you return home you will need to shower and 
thoroughly remove the paste that is in the hair.  The easiest way to remove 
the paste is to rinse your hair in warm water, apply a conditioner and rinse 
again, and the paste should come right out.  Shampoo is not effective for 
removing the paste, so you may want to shampoo your hair after the paste 
has been removed. 

So, what happens next? 

a. You should receive a phone call from one of our technologists within 7 days 
to give you a brief overview of your test results.  If sleep apnea has been 



diagnosed then you will be scheduled at that time for your CPAP titration 
study.  You will also be scheduled for your test result appointment with the 
technologist. 

b. If you had a split study you will be called to schedule your test result 
appointment. 

c. At your test result appointment, the technologist will review both sleep 
studies with you in detail.  Some patients will be set up with their CPAP unit 
on the day of their test result appointment, depending on your insurance 
carrier. 

d.  If we are unable to supply your CPAP equipment, your CPAP orders will be 
sent to an outside DME (Durable Medical Equipment) company and you 
should expect to be contacted by them within three days. 

e. If there is no sleep apnea, you will be scheduled for a test result 
appointment with the physician to further address your sleep issues.  

For any questions regarding your sleep study or these instructions, please do not hesitate to 
contact our office at 337-310-7378. 


